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What is going to happen on plant pickup day?

Customers are assigned a 30 minute pickup time within a 90 minute shift. For 
instance:

● Pickup on Saturday May 8th
○ Shift is 90 minutes from 9:00 AM to 10:30 AM
○ There are 3-30 minute pickup windows in the Saturday 9:00 AM shift

● 2 Other pickup days, May 11 and May 14 follow the same pattern
● Please come to the Arboretum 30 minutes ahead of the pickup shift you 

signed up for (for example, 8:30 for a 9:00 shift - sorry we didn’t think to 
build this into the signup)



How are customers picking up plants?

Customers will stop at the check-in 
when they arrive

They will stay in their vehicles and 
in line. Each pickup stop will have 
different plants

A volunteer escort will accompany 
each customer through the line and 
ensure their order is loaded 
correctly

Some customers may have plants at 
every pickup Stop. Others may be 
getting plants at only 1 or 2 Stops



How will the line of cars work?
Customers will stay in their car the entire time. 

● Check in
○ Customer gives their name to the check-in volunteers
○ Check-in volunteer finds their order paperwork 
○ Escort joins the customer and takes the order paperwork. It will be in a plastic sleeve collated 

as follows:
■ White copy of order for escort to use (picture of order sheet on next slide)
■ Yellow sheet that lists their plants and pickup number for prairie plants at Stop #3 
■ Pink copy of order for customer. If the customer has Citizen Science plants, there will be 

a  Journey North postcard clipped to their order sheet
○ Escort gives customer the pink sheet and puts the rest of the order on a clipboard
○ Escort opens the trunk or door to receive plants

See next page for more information!



How will the line of cars work, continued
Customers will stay in their car the entire time

● An escort will be assigned to each customer to ensure the order is filled correctly
○ Escort will refer to order sheet on clipboard to see which stops have plants for that customer. Escort 

will instruct the customer where to stop for pickup (up to 3 stops) and when to drive ahead to the next 
stop

○ At each stop, escort will instruct plant loader which products are to be loaded in the customer car, and 
ensure quantities are correct. 

● Vehicles must stay in line until they reach a stop where they will pick up plants
○ For instance, if the customer doesn’t have plants at stop #1 or #2, they stay in line until it’s their turn 

at stop #3
○ Escort on foot and the customer in their vehicle will proceed through the line until the order is 

complete. 
● When the escort verifies that the order is complete, the escort will:

○ Close the trunk and/or vehicle door
○ Signal the customer to leave
○ Return to start of line. Put paperwork and plastic sleeve in box.
○ Escort another customer



What does the order sheet look like?

Name and contact information

Stop #1 plants

Stop #2 plants

Stop #3 plants (may be 
continued on another page - 
if so, they are stapled 
together)

Original order number(s) and 
order dates with QR code for 
plant information

Pickup day and time. 



Stop #1
Citizen Science kits - for either Hummingbird or Monarch Butterflies

● Stockers (in the tent) will put plants into cardboard 6-pack carriers and 
ensure a supply of each is on the pickup tables. Carriers are labeled 
“hummingbirds” or “monarch butterflies”

● Escort will instruct Loader how many of each kind to put in the vehicle
● Loader will take 6-packs  and yard signs from pickup tables and put them in 

customer car
● Each customer at Stop #1 will receive a Pollinator Patch yard sign. If the 

customer ordered multiple kits they may prefer to get just one sign 
● After plants are loaded at Stop #1, escort will instruct customer to continue in 

line to their next stop. If the order is complete, escort will close car and 
instruct customer to leave the line and how to exit.



Stop #2
Woodland plants

● There will be 6 species of plants at this stop. One species is in single pots, 2 
may be in full flats or half flats, and the other 3 are in full flats only. 

● Stockers (in the tent) will keep a supply of plants on the pickup tables, 
organized by species.

● Escort will instruct Loader how many of each species to put in the vehicle
● Loader will take plants from pickup tables and place them in customer 

vehicle.
● After plants are loaded at Stop #2, escort will instruct customer to continue in 

line to Stop #3. If the order is complete, escort will close the vehicle and 
instruct customer to leave the line and how to exit.



Stop #3
Orders are on carts, grouped by the 90-minute shift, labeled with 
customer pickup numbers

● Each order that has plants at Stop #3 will have a yellow sheet that shows the 
customer’s pickup number and lists the plants they’ll pick up at this stop (next 
slide has an example)

● At high-traffic times, a floater will collect the yellow sheets from escorts before 
the vehicles reach Stop #3 and give them to Stop #3 Stockers

● Stockers will locate and pull the plants for upcoming orders. They will put 
orders on pickup tables, with sticks between each order and the yellow sheet 
under a paperweight with the order

● Escort will give the Loader the pickup number
● Loader will put the order in customer vehicle, then drop the yellow sheet in a 

box



What does the paperwork for stop #3 look like?

Name and pickup number 

Stop 3 plants 

Pickup day and time. 

At Stop #3, customer orders will be organized by pickup number (for instance 8231 on this 
example). 



Volunteer instructions- Preparing for the day

● Wear closed-toe shoes and long pants. Long sleeves and hats are 
recommended

● Bring a water bottle and food for yourself
● Bring face mask and work gloves if you have them - we will also 

have plenty of disposable masks available
● Use the bathroom at home to minimize building access

PLEASE COME 30 MINUTES BEFORE YOUR SHIFT BEGINS!



Volunteer instructions - arriving

● Parking is limited. Allow plenty of time. The map on the next 
slide shows areas where you may park. 

● Find the small tent for check-in. You may scan a QR code to enter 
info online or use paper forms. Yes, we do need you to do this, for 
contact tracing as well as volunteer tracking. Please enter the 
information completely even if you think we already have it - that 
will save us lots of time looking things up

● Put on a high-visibility vest if you are a check-in volunteer, an 
escort, or a floater.

● Wear your nametag



Parking map
● May 8 will be a very busy day at the 

Arboretum. Consider biking or 
having someone drop you off

● Suggested parking areas are marked 
on the map in neon green

● The first volunteers to arrive for 
each shift may park along the south 
edge of the main lot - that area will 
be reserved for volunteers

● If you park at the Wingra Springs 
lot, you can walk through 
Longenecker (ah, the lilacs!) to get 
to the plant sale pickup



Volunteer instructions- While you are working

● To access the restrooms or refill your water bottle, you will go to 
the east entrance to the visitor center basement (the entrance 
farthest from the plant sale tent). 

● There will be a door monitor there to collect contact tracing info 
(your name and time in and out). One person at a time will be 
allowed in.

● Take a sanitizing wipe and use it to touch doorknobs, handles, 
etc. while you use the building

● The restrooms are along the far wall, to the left of your entry.
● Water filling station is between the two restrooms.



Volunteer instructions - safety for you and our customers

● You must wear a mask at all times except for briefly removing it to eat or drink
● When removing your mask go eat or drink please step away or turn away from 

other volunteers and customers
● Mask must be properly fitted to cover both your mouth and nose at all times 
● Do not pull down your mask to talk to customers or other volunteers. Let’s all 

agree to help each other remember to stay properly masked for safety!
● Stay 6ft from customers and other volunteers at all times (except your own 

household members)
● Masking plus distance means it may be difficult to make yourself heard to 

customers and other volunteers. Just do your best - speak slowly, enunciate, 
be patient and stay calm. Use hand signals when you can. If you are having 
difficulty please let one of us know and we will help! 

● Thank you for your commitment to keeping all volunteers and customers safe!



Volunteer instructions - when you are done

● Tell Mary or Karen if you have ideas to improve the system
● Be sure to sign out - either use the QR code or the paper sign-in 

sheet
● Leave your nametag
●

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP!


